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The goal of this work is a systematic presentation of some classes of mixed weak formulations, for general multi-dimen-
sional dipolar gradient elasticity (fourth order) boundary value problems. The displacement ﬁeld main variable is accom-
panied by the double stress tensor and the Cauchy stress tensor (case 1 or l  s  u formulation), the double stress tensor
alone (case 2 or l  u formulation), the double stress, the Cauchy stress, the displacement second gradient and the standard
strain ﬁeld (case 3 or l  s  j  e  u formulation) and the displacement ﬁrst gradient, along with the equilibrium stress
(case 4 or u  h  c formulation). In all formulations, the respective essential conditions are built in the structure of the
solution spaces. For cases 1, 2 and 4, one-dimensional analogues are presented for the purpose of numerical comparison.
Moreover, the standard Galerkin formulation is depicted. It is noted that the standard Galerkin weak form demands C1-
continuous conforming basis functions. On the other hand, up to ﬁrst order derivatives appear in the bilinear forms of the
current mixed formulations. Hence, standard C0-continuous conforming basis functions may be employed in the ﬁnite ele-
ment approximations. The main purpose of this work is to provide a reference base for future numerical applications of
this type of mixed methods. In all cases, the associated quadratic energy functionals are formed for the purpose of
completeness.
 2008 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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The scope of this work is a systematic presentation of some classes of mixed weak formulations, for general
multi-dimensional dipolar gradient elasticity (fourth order) boundary value problems (Mindlin, 1964; Bleu-
stein, 1967; Mindlin and Eshel, 1968; Georgiadis et al., 2004). Besides the displacement ﬁeld, the main variables
are the double stress tensor and the Cauchy stress tensor (case 1 or l  s  u formulation), the double stress0020-7683/$ - see front matter  2008 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
doi:10.1016/j.ijsolstr.2008.01.021
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the standard strain ﬁeld (case 3 or l  s  j  e  u formulation) and the displacement ﬁrst gradient, along
with the equilibrium stress (case 4 or u  h  c formulation). Moreover, for cases 1, 2 and 4, one-dimensional
analogues are presented for the purpose of numerical comparison.
The main objective of this work is to provide a broad reference base for numerical applications of this type
of mixed methods. The solution function spaces are appropriately deﬁned and the ﬁnal weak forms have the
standard (symmetric) mixed structure. Furthermore, in all cases, the associated quadratic functionals (whose
ﬁrst variations result in the presented mixed formulations) are formed for the purpose of completeness.
The structure of the mixed methods of cases 1, 2 and 3 are based on generalizations of the Ciarlet–Raviart
method (Ciarlet, 1978; Babusˇka et al., 1980), the Herrmann–Miyoshi technique (Herrmann, 1967; Miyoshi,
1973; Babusˇka et al., 1980) and the mixed method for biharmonic equations of Balasundaram and Bhatta-
charyya (1984), Bhattacharyya and Nataraj (2002). Theoretical analysis of the mixed method of case 1 (for
both continuous and discrete formulations) can be found in Markolefas et al. (2007). Moreover, an alternative
mixed formulation is developed in Markolefas et al. (2007), for the case of no coupling terms in the constitu-
tive equations (with main variables the displacement ﬁeld and the double stress tensor). In Section 5 of the
current work, the latter formulation is extended to the more general case of non-zero coupling terms in the
constitutive equations (l  u formulation).
The mixed method of case 4 (u  h  c) is a proper generalization of a mixed technique for Kirchhoﬀ plate
bending, see Braess (1997). It is noted that the mixed technique developed in Amanatidou and Aravas (2002),
for general gradient elasticity problems (stated in Form I), is close in structure to the mixed method of case 4.
Certain complications arise in the formulation u  h  c, related to the satisfaction of the essential and natural
conditions associated with the normal derivatives. The problem is resolved by proper decomposition of the
trace of the displacement–gradient variable on the surface (with the introduction of a Lagrange multiplier
on the surface).
The basic characteristic of the gradient elasticity theory (and the main diﬀerence from classical elasticity) is
that the strain energy density is a positive-deﬁnite functional of the standard strain (as in the classical elasticity)
and the second gradient of the displacement ﬁeld (Form I) or the ﬁrst gradient of strain (Form II). Other forms
may be found in the literature, see Mindlin (1964), Mindlin and Eshel (1968). More general theories have been
also developed, see for example Green and Rivlin (1964).
Energy theorems and weak mixed formulations of Hellinger–Reissner type are introduced in Georgiadis
and Grentzelou (2006). Continuous/Discontinuous methods may be found in Engel et al. (2002). Boundary ele-
ment techniques are developed in Polyzos et al. (2003), Karlis et al. (2007).
The new material constants, which relate generalized stress variables with generalized strains, contain cer-
tain characteristic lengths associated with the size and topology of the material micro-structure. In this way,
size eﬀects are incorporated in the stress analysis. Typical gradient elasticity models are concerned with mate-
rials having periodic microstructure like crystals (crystal lattices), polycrystal materials (crystallites), polymers
(molecules) and granular materials (grains); the respective micro-media are shown in the parentheses (Mindlin,
1964).
The one-dimensional gradient elasticity model considered in the current work (see Section 2), is based on
constitutive equations which take into account surface energy eﬀects (Vardoulakis and Sulem, 1995). In terms
of structure, the respective constitutive equations have the general form (with coupling terms), introducing
two non-standard material constants, in addition to the standard Young’s modulus of Hooke’s law in one-
dimension. For small characteristic lengths (small material constants), strong boundary layers appear in the
stress ﬁelds at the boundary points. The numerical results of Section 8 demonstrate the eﬀectiveness of the
presented mixed formulations for both h- and p-extensions.
Resuming, the paper is organized into the following parts: The basic mathematical nomenclature and the
dipolar gradient elasticity boundary value problems are introduced in Section 2. Section 3 contains the stan-
dard Galerkin formulations. Section 4 depicts the mixed formulation l  s  u (case 1). The mixed formula-
tion l  u (case2) is derived in Section 5, for general structure of constitutive equations. Section 6 introduces
the mixed formulation l  s  j  e  u (case 3). The mixed formulation u  h  c (case 4) is derived in Sec-
tion 7. Numerical results, based on the one-dimensional analogues of cases 1, 2 and 4, are presented in Section
8. Finally, Section 9 contains closing remarks, conclusions and certain future research directions.
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Let V be a bounded open subset of Rn (n is the space dimension), with Lipschitz continuous boundary
S = oV. The standard notation for Sobolev spaces and norms is employed (Adams, 1975; Ciarlet, 1978; Kar-
destuncer and Norrie, 1987; Braess, 1997). We denote by kwkr, r 2 R, the Hr norm of the (real valued) func-
tion w, deﬁned on V. The Sobolev space Hr(V) is the space of functions w with ﬁnite norm kwkr. Note that
r = 0 corresponds to L2(V) := H0(V) (space of square integrable functions on V).
The space H 10;SEðV Þ is the subspace of functions w 2 H1(V), such that w = 0 on SE  oV (in the sense of
trace). The space H 10ðV Þ is the subspace of functions w 2 H1(V), such that w = 0 on oV. Sobolev spaces are
also deﬁned on the boundary S = oV or on parts of the boundary. For example:
H
1
2ðSEÞ ¼ fwjSE : w 2 H 1ðV Þg and H
1
2
00ðSEÞ ¼ fwjSE : w 2 H 1ðV Þ;w ¼ 0 on @V n SEg. The deﬁnitions of more
general boundary function spaces may be found in Adams (1975), Kardestuncer and Norrie (1987).
The partial derivative of a given function y(xj) with respect to xi is denoted by oi(y) or oiy (Cartesian coor-
dinates). The ordinary derivative du
dx is denoted by u
0. Standard indicial notation is used throughout the current
work. The (underscored) symbol z represents a vector (with components zi) or a 2nd-rank tensor (with com-
ponents zij) or a 3rd-rank tensor (with components zijk). Moreover, w may denote an ordered tuple of (vector
valued or tensor valued) functions.
The strong form of the model problem to be considered is (see Fig. 1):
2.1. Strong formulation (general multi-dimensional dipolar)
Gradient elasticity formulation, Forms I, II (Mindlin, 1964; Bleustein, 1967; Mindlin and Eshel, 1968;
Markolefas et al., 2007). Find ui 2 HrSiEðV Þ, i = 1,2,. . .,n, rP 4, such that,
(equilibrium equations):@jðsjk  @ilijkÞ þ fk  @jUjk ¼ 0 in V ð2:1Þ
(traction boundary conditions):njðsjk  @ilijkÞ  DjðnilijkÞ þ ðDlnlÞnjnilijk ¼ tk þ njUjk þ ðDlnlÞnjT jk  DjT jk on SkN ;t ð2:2aÞ
(moment boundary conditions):ninjlijk ¼ njT jk on SkN ;m ð2:2bÞy
x
n
t
C
C
C C
SN,t
SN,m
n T
C
SE,m
SE,t
V
Fig. 1. Domain nomenclature for the general gradient elasticity problem.
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(general constitutive equations):eij ¼ Cijklskl þ F klmijlklm ð2:3aÞ
jijk ¼ Aijklmnllmn þ F ijklmslm ð2:3bÞ(strain–displacement, gradient–displacement relations):eij :¼ 1
2
ð@iuj þ @juiÞ :¼ uði;jÞ ð2:4aÞ
jijk :¼ @i@juk ðForm I statementÞ ð2:4bÞ
orjijk :¼ @iejk ðForm II statementÞ ð2:4cÞ
The variables and parameters that appear in the above statements are deﬁned in the following:
ui components of the displacement ﬁeld
sij components of the (symmetric) Cauchy stress tensor
lijk components of the double stress tensor (recall the symmetry conditions lijk = ljik for Form I and
lijk = likj for Form II)
fk body force per unit volume
tk components of surface (true) traction (force per unit area)
Tjk components of surface (true) double force per unit area (double traction)
Ujk body double force per unit volume
HrSiE
ðV Þ contains functions of Hr(V), satisfying the essential boundary conditions of the strong formulation
(2.1), on SiE  @V , i = 1,2, . . . ,n (for each component ui)
SiE part of the boundary where ui is prescribed or Dui (normal derivative) is prescribed or both are pre-
scribed. In many places of the following work, SiE;t denotes the part where ui is prescribed and S
i
E;m
denotes the part where Dui is speciﬁed
SkN ;t part of the boundary where the k component of the right hand side of the traction condition Eq.
(2.2a) is speciﬁed (SkN ;t [ SkE;t ¼ S, SkN ;t \ SkE;t ¼£)
SkN ;m part of the boundary where the k component of the right hand side of the moment condition Eq.
(2.2b) is speciﬁed (SkN ;m [ SkE;m ¼ S, SkN ;m \ SkE;m ¼£Þ
nj components of the outer unit vector normal to the surface
Dj(*) := (djl  njnl)ol(*) Surface gradient operator
djl components of Kronecker delta operator
Duk := nloluk Normal gradient of uk
C the boundary curve(s) where the normal unit vector exhibits jumps (i.e., corners, edges etc.) and (or)
the boundary curve(s) on which the external load Tjk exhibits jumps
[y] the diﬀerence of the values of quantity y between both sides of curve C
mj elkjslnk, where sl denotes the components of the tangential vector of curve C and elkj is the well known
alternating tensor
Cijkl, Fklmij, Aijklmn components of material constant tensors (general anisotropic material behavior)
Upon substituting Eqs. (2.3) and (2.4) into Eq. (2.1) and (2.2) a fourth order boundary value problem with
respect to uj is formulated. This type of problem is usually referred to as dipolar gradient elasticity boundary
value problem, or strain gradient elasticity problem. The equations are written in the so-called Form I or Form
II. It is noteworthy that both forms possess exactly the same structure (Mindlin, 1964; Mindlin and Eshel,
1968).
Typical example of dipolar gradient elasticity formulation is the so-called Toupin’s generalization of couple
stress theory or elastic theory of micro-homogeneous material (Mindlin, 1964; Bleustein, 1967). An important
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right hand sides of (2.2). The true loads should be meaningful, primarily from an engineering point of view.
For more details, see Bleustein (1967), Markolefas et al. (2007).
For the purpose of numerical veriﬁcation, the ﬁnal form of a general one-dimensional gradient elasticity ana-
logue, is given in the following (Tsepoura et al., 2002).
2.2. Strong formulation (one-dimensional problem)
Gradient elastic bar in tension: Find uðxÞ 2 H 4SEðV Þ such thatg2u0000  u00 ¼
f
AE
¼ f in V ¼ ð0; 1Þ ð2:5Þwhere u(x) is the axial displacement distribution, f ðxÞ is the distributed axial load per unit length, AE is the
axial stiﬀness of the bar and g represents material length related to volumetric elastic strain energy (AE and g2
are constants). The strong formulation (2.5) is accompanied by essential and Neumann conditions. For
example:uð0Þ ¼ 0 ðessential conditionÞ ð2:6aÞ
u0ð1Þ ¼ e1 ðessential conditionÞ ð2:6bÞ
AEðu0ð1Þ  g2u000ð1ÞÞ :¼ P ð1Þ ¼ P 1 ðNeumann conditionÞ ð2:6cÞ
AEðlu0ð0Þ þ g2u00ð0ÞÞ :¼ Rð0Þ ¼ 0 ðNeumann conditionÞ ð2:6dÞwhere P(x) is the axial force, R(x) is the double force, l represents a (constant) material length related to surface
elastic strain energy and P1,e1 are given constants.
The above one-dimensional model is based on the following set of constitutive equations,s ¼ Eu0 þ lEu00 ð2:7aÞ
l ¼ lEu0 þ g2Eu00 ð2:7bÞwhere s(x) is the Cauchy stress and l(x) is the double stress.
Note that (2.7) represent an one-dimensional analogue of the (inverse of the) general case Eq. (2.3). In fact,
Eq. (2.7) is an 1-D analogue of (3.2), see Section 3. In order to get a positive deﬁnite strain energy functional,
certain restrictions on the values of g and l must be imposed (i.e., l < g2 or l < g, Georgiadis et al. (2004);
Markolefas et al. (2007)).
Applications of the above constitutive model for bending and buckling of gradient elastic beams can be
found in Papargyri-Beskou et al. (2003), Giannakopoulos and Stamoulis (2007), Tsamasphyros et al. (2007).
One of the basic characteristics of gradient elasticity models, which is captured by the above one-dimen-
sional analogue, is the appearance of high gradients (boundary layers) in the stresses, for the case of small
non-standard material constants l,g (more generally, for small characteristic lengths). Regarding the given
one-dimensional model problem, the boundary layers appear near the boundaries, mainly in the vicinity of
the point load, see Section 8.
3. Standard Galerkin formulations
The standard Galerkin formulation can be deduced from the strong formulation 2.1, using an appropriate
weighted residual technique. Multiplying (2.1) by a weighting function sj, integrating over the whole problem
domain and employing properly the Gauss and Stokes theorems, the following weak form is derived (Bleu-
stein, 1967):
3.1. Standard Galerkin formulation
Find displacement ﬁeld uj 2 H 2SjEðV Þ, such that,
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V
sijsði;jÞdV þ
Z
V
lijk@i@jskdV ¼
Z
V
fjsjdV þ
Z
V
Ujk@jðskÞdV þ
Z
SjN ;t
tjsjdS þ
Z
SkN ;t
T jkDjðskÞdS
þ
Z
SkN ;m
T jknjDðskÞdS ð3:1Þfor every sj 2 H 20;SjEðV Þ, where,
H 2
SjE
ðV Þ: Space of functions belonging to H2(V), satisfying explicitly the essential conditions of the strong
formulation (2.1) (for the component uj).
H 2
0;SjE
ðV Þ: Space of functions belonging to H2(V), satisfying explicitly homogeneous (zero) essential condi-
tions (for the component sj).
It is noteworthy that formulation 3.1, which is the expression of the virtual work principle for the dipolar
gradient elasticity theory, is in fact the traditional starting point for the derivation of the strong form (2.1)
(Mindlin, 1964; Bleustein, 1967).
The right hand side of (3.1) belongs to the dual space of the solution space H 2
0;SjE
ðV Þ, provided that the data
fj,Ujk,tj and Tjk are suﬃciently regular. Furthermore, the variables sij and lijk are written explicitly in terms of
uj, via the constitutive relations Eqs. (2.3a) and (2.3b). Note that (2.3) must be written in the usual form, i.e.,
expressing stresses in terms of strains (Mindlin, 1964),sijðuÞ ¼ cijkluðk;lÞ þ fklmij@k@lum ð3:2aÞ
lijkðuÞ ¼ aijklmn@l@mun þ fijklmuðl;mÞ ð3:2bÞ(Form I)
A basic feature of the Galerkin formulation 3.1 is that its conforming ﬁnite element approximations
demand C1-continuity for the basis functions. This is a result of the appearance of second order derivatives
of uj in the deﬁnition of the bilinear form, at the left hand side of (3.1). Obviously, (3.1) may be written in
the well-known general form:
Find u with components uj 2 H 2SjEðV Þ, such that
aðu; sÞ ¼ F ðsÞ ð3:3Þfor every s whose components sj belong to H
2
0;SjE
ðV Þ.
It is not diﬃcult to verify that the positive deﬁnite functional 1
2
aðu; uÞ represents the elastic strain energy
stored in the structure. Moreover a(u,s) is a symmetric bilinear form. Hence the solution of (3.1) minimizes
in H 2
SjE
ðV Þ the functional,
IðzÞ ¼ 1
2
aðz; zÞ  F ðzÞ ð3:4Þor equivalently, the energy functional,IðzÞ ¼ 1
2
Z
V
sijðzÞzði;jÞdV þ 1
2
Z
V
lijkðzÞ@i@jzkdV 
Z
V
fjzjdV 
Z
V
Ujk@jðzkÞdV 
Z
SjN ;t
tjzjdS

Z
SkN ;t
T jkDjðzkÞdS 
Z
SkN ;m
T jknjDðzkÞdS ð3:5ÞAssuming proper essential conditions, the bilinear form a(u, s) becomes coercive on H 2
0;SjE
ðV Þ (or H 2
0;SjE
ðV Þ-
elliptic). Then, the well-posedness of the above weak formulation may be deduced directly from the well-
known Lax–Milgram theorem (Ciarlet, 1978; Braess, 1997).
For the purpose of completeness, the standard Galerkin formulation of the 1-D model problem (2.5) is also
depicted. For derivation details, see Tsepoura et al. (2002).
3.2. Standard Galerkin formulation (1-D model problem)
Find uðxÞ 2 H 2SEðV Þ, such that,
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0
AEðg2u00s00 þ u0s0 þ lu00s0 þ lu0s00Þdx ¼
Z 1
0
f sdxþ Pð1Þsð1Þ  Rð0Þs0ð0Þ ð3:6Þfor every sðxÞ 2 H 20;SEðV Þ.
Based on the given essential boundary conditions (2.6a) and (2.6b),H 20;SEðV Þ :¼ fs 2 H 2ðV Þ : sð0Þ ¼ 0; s0ð1Þ ¼ 0g ð3:7aÞ
H 2SEðV Þ :¼ fu 2 H 2ðV Þ : uð0Þ ¼ 0; u0ð1Þ ¼ e1g ð3:7bÞIt is not diﬃcult to verify the symmetry and positive-deﬁniteness (assuming l < g) of the bilinear functional
on the left hand side of (3.6), (Tsepoura et al., 2002; Markolefas et al., 2007). Applying (3.4), the correspond-
ing quadratic energy functional isIðzÞ ¼ 1
2
Z 1
0
AEðg2ðz00Þ2 þ ðz0Þ2 þ 2lz00z0Þdx
Z 1
0
f zdx P ð1Þzð1Þ þ Rð0Þz0ð0Þ ð3:8ÞThe exact solution of formulation 3.2 minimizes I(z) over the solution space H 2SEðXÞ.
4. Case 1: Mixed formulation with main variables the double stress, the Cauchy stress and the displacement ﬁeld
(l  s  u formulation)
The details of the development of mixed formulation l  s  u, as well as, further mathematical analysis,
may be found in Markolefas et al. (2007). The ﬁnal results, as well as, the associated nomenclature are
summarized.
Let lijk 2 H1(V), sij 2 L2(V), uk 2 H 1SkE;tðV Þ  H
1ðV Þ, where H 1SkE;tðV Þ is the subset of H
1(V), containing func-
tions with a priori speciﬁed trace (uk = Uk) on the part of the boundary S
k
E;t  S. The functions lijk are con-
strained to satisfy the condition (2.2b), ninjlijk = njTjk, on the respective part S
k
N ;m of the boundary. The
functions sij are not constrained. Let rijk 2 H1(V), /ij 2 L2(V), sk 2 H 10;SkE;tðV Þ  H
1ðV Þ, where H 1
0;SkE;t
ðV Þ is
the subset of H1(V) containing functions with zero trace on the part of the boundary SkE;t  S. The functions
rijk 2 H1(V) are constrained to satisfy the condition ni njrijk = 0 on the part SkN ;m of the boundary.
The mixed formulation reads as follows.
4.1. Mixed formulation (l  s  u)
(Form I, with coupling terms in the constitutive equations): Find lijk 2 H1(V) (with the above mentioned
constraints), sij 2 L2(V) and uk 2 H 1SkE;t ðV Þ such that, for every rijk 2 H
1(V) (with the above mentioned con-
straints), /ij 2 L2(V) and sk 2 H 10;SkE;tðV Þ the following weak statements hold.Z
V
rijkF ijklmslmdV þ
Z
V
rijkAijklmnllmndV þ
Z
V
@juk@irijkdV 
Z
S
ðDjukÞnirijkdS ¼
Z
SkE;m
ðDukÞnjnirijkdS ð4:1aÞZ
V
sklCijkl/ijdV þ
Z
V
lklmF klmij/ijdV 
Z
V
/ijuði;jÞdV ¼ 0 ð4:1bÞZ
V
@ilijk@jskdV 
Z
S
ðDjskÞnilijkdS 
Z
V
sjksðk;jÞdV
¼ 
Z
V
skðfk  @jUjkÞdV 
Z
SkN ;t
ðtk þ njUjk  DjT jkÞskdS 
Z
SkN ;t
ðDlnlÞnjT jkskdS 
I
C
½mjT jkskdC ð4:1cÞWithout loss of generality, in the following part of the current section, it is assumed that H 1
0;SkE;t
ðV Þ ¼ H 1SkE;tðV Þ,
i.e., uk = 0 on S
k
E;t. Moreover, the trial space of double stresses lijk is the same as the test space of the respective
weighting functions rijk (ninj lijk = 0 on S
k
N ;m, i.e., homogeneous essential conditions for the mixed formulation
are considered).
The mixed formulation 4.1 may be written in the standard mixed form as follows (Brezzi and Bathe, 1990;
Braess, 1997; Markolefas et al., 2007),
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Aðw; zÞ þ Bðz; uÞ ¼ yðzÞ; 8z 2 U ð4:2aÞ
Bðw; sÞ ¼ gðsÞ; 8s 2 Q ð4:2bÞwhere U,Q are inﬁnite dimensional Hilbert spaces, endowed with inner products (*,*)U, (*,*)Q and associated
norms k*kU, k*kQ respectively, while Að; Þ : U  U ! R and Bð; Þ : U  Q ! R are continuous (bounded)
bilinear forms.
The linear forcing functionals y(*) and g(*) belong to the dual spaces U
0
jaiQ
0
, respectively. The respective
main variables, functionals and norms are formally deﬁned as follows:
w := (l,s): where l denotes the double stress tensor and s denotes the Cauchy stress tensor
z := (r,/): test function for w (ordered pair of the respective weighting tensor functions)
u: displacement ﬁeld
s: test function for uAðw;zÞ :¼
Z
V
rijkF ijklmslmdV þ
Z
V
rijkAijklmnllmndV þ
Z
V
sklCijkl/ijdV þ
Z
V
lklmF klmij/ijdV ð4:3aÞ
Bðw;sÞ :¼
Z
V
@ilijk@jskdV 
Z
S
ðDjskÞnilijkdS
Z
V
sjksðk;jÞdV ð4:3bÞ
yðzÞ :¼
Z
SkE;m
DuknjnirijkdS ð4:3cÞ
gðsÞ :¼
Z
V
skðfk@jUjkÞdV 
Z
SkN ;t
ðtkþnjUjkDjT jkÞskdS
Z
SkN ;t
ðDlnlÞnjT jkskdS
I
C
½mjT jkskdC ð4:3dÞMoreover,kwkU :¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
klk21 þ ksk20
q
ð4:4aÞ
kuk2Q :¼ kuk21 :¼
Z
V
ð@jui@jui þ uiuiÞdV ð4:4bÞ
U :¼ ðU 1;U 2Þ ð4:5aÞ
Q :¼ ðV 1; V 2; V 3Þðfor 3DÞ or Q :¼ ðV 1; V 2Þ ðfor 2DÞ ð4:5bÞwhere,klk21 :¼
Z
V
ð@llijk@llijk þ lijklijkÞdV ð4:6aÞ
ksk20 :¼
Z
V
sijsijdV ð4:6bÞ
V k :¼ H 1
0;SkE;t
ðV Þ ð4:7ÞThe space U1 is a subspace of a product space, whose components are equal to H
1(V), while U2 is a product
space, whose components are equal to the space L2(V) (the above imply an arbitrary ordering of the compo-
nents of the tensors involved). The number of components of typical elements of U1 and U2 equals the number
of components of l and s, respectively. Both trial and test tensor functions must satisfy a priori the symmetry
conditions lijk = ljik and sjk = skj. Note that, in the general case, U1 contains ordered tuples of components
lijk (or rjik) that satisfy the moment condition ninjlijk = 0 on S
k
N ;m.
Setting z = w in (4.3a) we get,Aðw;wÞ :¼ 2
Z
V
lijkF ijklmslmdV þ
Z
V
lijkAijklmnllmndV þ
Z
V
sklCijklsijdV ð4:8Þ
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Therefore, A(w,w) is a positive deﬁnite functional (Mindlin, 1964; Tsepoura et al., 2002; Georgiadis and
Grentzelou, 2006). Furthermore, A(w,z) is a symmetric bilinear form (assuming certain symmetries for the
material tensors, Mindlin, 1964). Hence, the exact solution of mixed formulation 4.1 is a stationary point of
the following quadratic functional (Braess, 1997).Iðz; sÞ  Iððr;/Þ; sÞ ¼ 1
2
Aðz; zÞ þ Bðz; sÞ  yðzÞ  gðsÞ
¼ 1
2
2
Z
V
rijkF ijklm/lmdV þ
Z
V
rijkAijklmnrlmndV þ
Z
V
/klCijkl/ijdV
 
þ
Z
V
@irijk@jskdV

Z
S
ðDjskÞnirijkdS 
Z
V
/jksðk;jÞdV 
Z
SkE;m
DuknjnirijkdS þ
Z
V
skðfk  @jUjkÞdV
þ
Z
SkN ;t
ðtk þ njUjk  DjT jkÞskdS þ
Z
SkN ;t
ðDlnlÞnjT jkskdS þ
I
C
½mjT jkskdC ð4:9ÞThe one-dimensional analogue of the current mixed technique is developed in Markolefas et al. (2007), based
on the boundary value problem Eqs. (2.5) and (2.6).
5. Case 2: Mixed formulation with main variables the Double stress and the Displacement ﬁeld (l  u
formulation)
The starting point is the constitutive Eq. (3.2b). Solving for the second gradient of displacements, we get,@i@juk ¼ a1ijkrstlrst  a1ijkrstfrstlmuðl;mÞ ð5:1Þ
where a1 denotes the inverse of tensor a.
Multiplying (5.1) by a proper weighting function rijk and integrating by parts, it followsZ
V
rijka1ijkrstlrstdV 
Z
V
rijka1ijkrstfrstlmuðl;mÞdV þ
Z
V
@juk@irijkdV 
Z
S
ðDjukÞnirijkdS
¼
Z
SkE;m
DuknjnirijkdS ð5:2ÞSubstitution of Eq. (5.1) in (3.2a) gives the Cauchy stress in terms of double stress tensor and the displacement
vector,sij ¼ ðcijzp  fklmija1klmrstfrstzpÞuðz;pÞ þ fklmija1klmrstlrst ð5:3Þ
Substitution of Eqs. (5.3) into (4.1c) givesZ
V
@ilijk@jskdV 
Z
S
ðDjskÞnilijkdS 
Z
V
sði;jÞðcijzp  fklmija1klmrstfrstzpÞuðz;pÞdV 
Z
V
sði;jÞfklmija1klmrstlrstdV
¼ 
Z
V
skðfk  @jUjkÞdV 
Z
SkN ;t
ðtk þ njUjk  DjT jkÞskdS 
Z
SkN ;t
ðDlnlÞnjT jkskdS 
I
C
½mjT jkskdC ð5:4ÞLet lijk 2 H1(V), uk 2 H 1SkE;tðV Þ  H
1ðV Þ. The functions lijk are constrained to satisfy condition (2.2b), on the
respective part SkN ;m of the boundary. Let rijk 2 H1(V), sk 2 H 10;SkE;tðV Þ  H
1ðV Þ. The functions rijk 2 H1(V) are
constrained to satisfy the condition ninjrijk = 0 on the part S
k
N ;m of the boundary.
5.1. Mixed formulation (l  u)
(Form I, with coupling terms in the constitutive equations): Find lijk 2 H1(V) (with the above mentioned
constraints) and uk 2 H 1SkE;t ðV Þ such that, for every rijk 2 H
1(V) (with the above mentioned constraints) and
sk 2 H 10;SkE;tðV Þ, the weak statements (5.2) and (5.4) hold.
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statements Eqs. (5.2) and (5.4) can be cast in the following general mixed structure:
Find (l,u) 2 (UxQ), such that
bAðl; rÞ þ bBðr; uÞ ¼ y^ðrÞ; 8r 2 U ð5:5aÞbBðl; sÞ  Cðu; sÞ ¼ g^ðsÞ; 8s 2 Q ð5:5bÞwhere C(u,s) and bAðl; rÞ are positive deﬁnite symmetric bilinear forms.
The latter can be shown by using the standard symmetries for the material tensors, i.e., aijklmn = aklmijk,
cijkl = cklij, as well as, physical considerations. Moreover, U coincides with U1 of formulation 4.1 (l  s  u).
The bilinear forms and functionals of the above mixed method are deﬁned as follows,bAðl;rÞ :¼ Z
V
rijka1ijkrstlrstdV ð5:6aÞ
bBðl;sÞ :¼ Z
V
@ilijk@jskdV 
Z
S
ðDjskÞnilijkdS
Z
V
sði;jÞfklmija1klmrstlrstdV ð5:6bÞ
Cðu;sÞ¼
Z
V
sði;jÞðcijzp fklmija1klmrstfrstzpÞuðz;pÞdV ð5:6cÞ
y^ðrÞ :¼
Z
SkE;m
DuknjnirijkdS ð5:6dÞ
g^ðsÞ :¼
Z
V
skðfk@jUjkÞdV 
Z
SkN ;t
ðtkþnjUjkDjT jkÞskdS
Z
SkN ;t
ðDlnlÞnjT jkskdS
I
C
½mjT jkskdC ð5:6eÞIt is not diﬃcult to verify that, in the absence of coupling terms in the constitutive equations, i.e,
fijklm = 0 = Fijklm, then Aijklmn ¼ a1ijklmn, see (2.3) and (3.2). In this case the above l  u formulation is the same
as the respective formulation developed in Markolefas et al. (2007). It is also mentioned that the above general
l  u formulation (with coupling terms), may be derived directly from the formulation 4.1 (l  s  u) by elim-
inating the Cauchy stress from (4.1a). However, the algebra involved will be somehow more cumbersome,
compared to the above derivation.
The exact solution of formulation 5.1 is a stationary point of the following functional,Iðr; sÞ :¼ 1
2
bAðr; rÞ  1
2
Cðs; sÞ þ B^ðr; sÞ  y^ðrÞ  g^ðsÞ
¼ 1
2
Z
V
rijka1ijkrstrrstdV 
1
2
Z
V
sði;jÞðcijzp  fklmija1klmrstfrstzpÞsðz;pÞdV þ
Z
V
@irijk@jskdV

Z
S
ðDjskÞnirijkdS 
Z
V
sði;jÞfklmija1klmrstrrstdV 
Z
SkE;m
DuknjnirijkdS þ
Z
V
skðfk  @jUjkÞdV
þ
Z
SkN ;t
ðtk þ njUjk  DjT jkÞskdS þ
Z
SkN ;t
ðDlnlÞnjT jkskdS þ
I
C
½mjT jkskdC ð5:7ÞThe development of the one-dimensional analogue of the above formulation starts from constitutive (2.7b)l
g2E
¼ lu
0
g2
þ u00 ð5:8ÞMultiplying (5.8) by a weight function r 2 H1(V), integrating over the problem domain and integrating by
parts the last term, gives,Z 1
0
rl
g2E
dx
Z 1
0
l
g2
ru0dxþ
Z 1
0
r0u0dx ¼ u0ð1Þrð1Þ  u0ð0Þrð0Þ ð5:9ÞFrom (2.7a) and (5.8) we get,
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g2E
 lu
0
g2
 
ð5:10ÞNow, (5.10) is used to eliminate the Cauchy stress from the second equation of the 1D l  s  u formulation
developed in Section 7 of Markolefas et al. (2007). After some algebra, the ﬁnal result is,Z 1
0
l0s0dx
Z 1
0
l
g2
ls0dx
Z 1
0
1 l
2
g2
 
Eu0s0dx ¼ 
Z 1
0
s
f
A
dx P
A
s
 1
0
: ð5:11ÞAssuming the speciﬁc boundary conditions (2.6), the 1-D l-u mixed formulation is stated as follows.5.2. Mixed formulation (l  u) (axial tension problem of a gradient elastic bar)
Find l 2 U :¼ H 10;SN ;mðV Þ, u 2 Q :¼ H 10;SE;tðV Þ such that for every r 2 H 10;SN ;mðV Þ, s 2 H 10;SE;tðV Þ, the following
holds Z 1
0
rl
g2E
dx
Z 1
0
l
g2
ru0dxþ
Z 1
0
r0u0dx ¼ e1rð1Þ ð5:12aÞZ 1
0
l0s0dx
Z 1
0
l
g2
ls0dx
Z 1
0
1 l
2
g2
 
Eu0s0dx ¼ 
Z 1
0
s
f
A
dx P 1
A
sð1Þ ð5:12bÞwhere H 10;SE;tðV Þ ¼ H 10;SN ;mðV Þ ¼ fr 2 H 1ðV Þ : rð0Þ ¼ 0g.
Formulation 5.2 has the general mixed structure of (5.5). Its exact solution is a stationary point of the fol-
lowing quadratic functional,Iðr;sÞ : ¼ 1
2
bAðr;rÞ1
2
Cðs;sÞþ bBðr;sÞ y^ðrÞ g^ðsÞ
¼ 1
2
Z 1
0
r2
g2E
dx1
2
Z 1
0
1 l
2
g2
 
Eðs0Þ2dxþ
Z 1
0
r0s0dx
Z 1
0
l
g2
rs0dx e1rð1Þþ
Z 1
0
s
f
A
dxþP 1
A
sð1Þ
ð5:13Þ6. Case 3: Mixed formulation with main variables the Double stress, the Cauchy stress, the Displacement second
gradient, the standard strain and the Displacement ﬁeld (l  s  j  e  u formulation)
Multiplying (2.4b) by a test function rijk corresponding to the double stress variable and integrating over the
problem domain, we get,Z
V
jijkrijkdV ¼
Z
V
rijk@i@jukdV ð6:1ÞUsing the identity oiojukrijk = oi (ojukrijk)  ojukoirijk and applying the Gauss theorem, as well as the decompo-
sition oj uk = Djuk + njDuk, (6.1) ﬁnally gives,Z
V
jijkrijkdV þ
Z
V
@juk@irijkdV 
Z
S
ðDjukÞnirijkdS ¼
Z
S
ðDukÞnjnirijkdS ð6:2ÞThe test functions rijk 2 H1(V) satisfy the condition ni njrijk = 0 on the part SkN ;m of the boundary. Hence, from
(6.2) Z
V
jijkrijkdV þ
Z
V
@juk@irijkdV 
Z
S
ðDjukÞnirijkdS ¼
Z
SkE;m
ðDukÞnjnirijkdS ð6:3ÞMultiplying (2.4a) by a test function /ij corresponding to the Cauchy stress variable and integrating over the
problem domain, we get,
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V
/ijeijdV ¼
Z
V
/ijuði;jÞdV ð6:4ÞNext, the constitutive Eqs. (3.2) are multiplied by proper weighting functions. More speciﬁcally, (3.2a) is mul-
tiplied by the test function, zij, associated to the strain variable and (3.2b) by the test function, hijk, associated
with the second gradient of displacement variable.Z
V
zijsijdV ¼
Z
V
zijðcijklekl þ fklmijjklmÞdV ð6:5aÞZ
V
hijklijkdV ¼
Z
V
hijkðaijklmnjlmn þ fijklmelmÞdV ð6:5bÞThe last weak equations is (4.1c), i.e., the virtual work principle. Combining Eqs. (6.3)–(6.5) with (4.1c), we
arrive at the following mixed formulation, expressed in the standard mixed structure (4.2),6.1. Mixed formulation (l  s  j  e  u)
(Form I, with coupling terms in the constitutive equations): Find ﬁelds ((l,s,j, e),u) such that,Z
V
zijsijdV 
Z
V
zijðcijklekl þ fklmijjklmÞdV þ
Z
V
hijklijkdV 
Z
V
hijkðaijklmnjlmn þ fijklmelmÞdV
þ
Z
V
jijkrijkdV þ
Z
V
/ijeijdV þ
Z
V
@juk@irijkdV 
Z
S
ðDjukÞnirijkdS 
Z
V
/ijuði;jÞdV
¼
Z
SkE;m
DuknjnirijkdS ð6:6aÞfor every (r,/,h,z)Z
V
@ilijk@jskdV 
Z
S
ðDjskÞnilijkdS 
Z
V
sjksðk;jÞdV
¼ 
Z
V
skðfk  @jUjkÞdV 
Z
SkN ;t
ðtk þ njUjk  DjT jkÞskdS 
Z
SkN ;t
ðDlnlÞnjT jkskdS 
I
C
½mjT jkskdC
ð6:6bÞfor every s
The proper function spaces for lijk, sjk and uk are exactly the same as the respective spaces of mixed for-
mulation 4.1. Moreover, the proper space for both jijk and ejk is L
2(V), since no derivatives of those variables
appear in (6.6).
It is easy to verify that the respective functional A((l,s,j, e),(r,/, h,z)) in (6.6a) is symmetric. Hence, the
exact solution of mixed formulation 6.1 is a stationary point of the following functional,Iððr;/; h; zÞ; sÞ :¼ 1
2
2
Z
V
zij/ijdV 
Z
V
zijðcijklzkl þ fklmijhklmÞdVþ

2
Z
V
hijkrijkdV

Z
V
hijkðaijklmnhlmn þ fijklmzlmÞdV

þ
Z
V
@jsk@irijkdV 
Z
S
ðDjskÞnirijkdS

Z
V
/ijsði;jÞdV 
Z
SkE;m
DuknjnirijkdS þ
Z
V
skðfk  @jUjkÞdV
þ
Z
SkN ;t
ðtk þ njUjk  DjT jkÞskdS þ
Z
SkN ;t
ðDlnlÞnjT jkskdS þ
I
C
½mjT jkskdC ð6:7Þ
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the equilibrium stress (u  h  c formulation)
The starting point is the deﬁnition of the equilibrium stress in dipolar gradient elasticity theory (Mindlin,
1964; Mindlin and Eshel, 1968),cjk :¼ sjk  @ ilijk ð7:1Þ
Let wjk be a weighting function which corresponds to the displacement gradient ﬁeld, see Eq. (7.3). From (7.1)
it follows,Z
V
cjkwjkdV ¼
Z
V
sjkwjkdV 
Z
V
@ilijkwjkdV )Z
V
cjkwjkdV ¼
Z
V
sjkwjkdV 
Z
S
nilijkwjkdS þ
Z
V
lijk@iwjkdV )Z
V
sjkwjkdV þ
Z
V
lijk@iwjkdV 
Z
V
cjkwjkdV ¼
Z
S
nilijkwjkdS ð7:2ÞThe second weak equation is based on the introduction of the displacement ﬁrst gradient as independent main
variable:hij :¼ @iuj ð7:3Þ
Let nij be a weighting function which corresponds to the equilibrium stress ﬁeld c. From (7.3) there follows,Z
V
@iujnijdV 
Z
V
hijnijdV ¼ 0 ð7:4ÞThe equilibrium equation (2.1) is expressed in terms of c,@jcjk þ fk  @jUjk ¼ 0 ð7:5Þ
Let sk be a weighting function which corresponds to the displacement ﬁeld. From (7.5) we have,Z
V
sk@jcjkdV þ
Z
V
skfkdV 
Z
V
sk@jUjkdV ¼ 0)Z
V
njskcjkdS 
Z
V
@jskcjkdV þ
Z
V
skðfk  @jUjkÞdV ¼ 0)Z
V
@jskcjkdV ¼
Z
S
njskcjkdS þ
Z
V
skðfk  @jUjkÞdV ð7:6ÞThe traction boundary condition (2.2a), on the part SkN ;t of the boundary, is written as follows,njcjk  DjðnilijkÞ þ ðDlnlÞnjnilijk ¼ tk þ njUjk þ ðDlnlÞnjT jk  DjT jk ð7:7Þ
Substitution of Eq. (7.7) into (7.6) gives,Z
V
@jskcjkdV 
Z
S
skDjðnilijkÞdS þ
Z
S
skðDlnlÞninjlijkdS
¼
Z
V
skðfk  @jUjkÞdV þ
Z
S
skðtk þ njUjk þ ðDlnlÞnjT jk  DjT jkÞdS ð7:8ÞApplication of the Stokes theorem (Mindlin, 1964) on the ﬁrst boundary term of the left hand side gives,Z
S
skDjðnilijkÞdS ¼
Z
S
DjðsknilijkÞdS 
Z
S
DjðskÞnilijkdS
¼
Z
S
skðDlnlÞninjlijkdS þ
I
C
½mjnilijkskdC 
Z
S
DjðskÞnilijkdS ð7:9Þ
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V
ð@jskÞcjkdV þ
Z
S
DjðskÞnilijkdS ¼
Z
X
skðfk  @jUjkÞdV
þ
Z
S
skðtk þ njUjk þ ðDlnlÞnjT jk  DjT jkÞdS þ
I
C
½njT jkskdC ð7:10Þwhere the jump condition (2.2c) has been used.
The essential condition on the displacement ﬁeld uk, on S
k
E;t, can be easily incorporated in the structure of
the solution space, as previously. The diﬃculty lies in the incorporation of the condition Duk = Vk on S
k
E;m,
which refers to normal derivative of the component uk. This refers only to a part of the associated main var-
iable hjk := ojuk, since@juk ¼ Djuk þ njDuk ð7:11ÞMoreover, the introduction of the moment boundary condition (2.2b), on the right hand side of Eq. (7.2) is
not straightforward. It must be noted that (2.2b) is a natural boundary condition for the current formulation.
To solve both problems simultaneously, we assume a speciﬁc decomposition of the traces on the surface of
both trial and test functions hjk and wjk,hjkjS ¼ njk þ njdk ð7:12aÞ
wjkjS ¼ yjk þ njzk ð7:12bÞwherenjk :¼ hjk  ninjhik ð7:12cÞ
dk :¼ nihik ð7:12dÞ
yjk :¼ wjk  ninjwik ð7:12eÞ
zk :¼ niwik ð7:12fÞBased on the given boundary conditions,dkjSkE;m :¼ V k ðessential boundary condition on DukÞ ð7:13aÞ
njkjSkE;t :¼ Djuk ¼ DjUk ðsince uk is prescribed on S
k
E;tÞ ð7:13bÞ
zkjSkE;m ¼ 0 ð7:13cÞ
yjkjSkE;t ¼ 0 ð7:13dÞIt is also necessary to introduce a Lagrange multiplier on SkN ;t, in order to retain the symmetry of the formu-
lation. This is also mentioned in Amanatidou and Aravas (2002). Deﬁne pjk :¼ nilijkjSkN ;t . Then, we introduce
the following weak constraint equation,Z
SkN ;t
ðDjuk  njkÞkjkdS ¼ 0 ð7:13eÞwhere kjk is the weight function corresponding to pjk.
The boundary functions njk and dk are unknown on the parts of the boundary where the respective test
functions yjk and zk do not vanish identically (and vice-versa). Moreover, njkjSkN ;t is weakly related to Djuk
on SkN ;t via (7.13e).
Without loss of generality we assume homogeneous essential conditions in the rest of the current section.
Hence dkjSkE;m ¼ V k ¼ 0, ukjSkE;t ¼ Uk ¼ 0 and njkjSkE;t ¼ Djuk ¼ 0. Weak Eq. (7.2) can now be written,
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V
sjkwjkdV þ
Z
V
lijk@iwjkdV 
Z
V
cjkwjkdV ¼
Z
S
nilijkðyjk þ njzkÞdS )Z
V
sjkwjkdV þ
Z
V
lijk@iwjkdV 
Z
V
cjkwjkdV 
Z
SkN ;t
nilijkyjkdS ¼
Z
SkN ;m
nilijknjzkdS )Z
V
sjkwjkdV þ
Z
V
lijk@iwjkdV 
Z
V
cjkwjkdV 
Z
SkN ;t
nilijkyjkdS ¼
Z
SkN ;m
T jknjzkdS ð7:14ÞEqs. (7.4), (7.10), (7.13e) and (7.14) can be cast in the standard mixed form.
7.1. Mixed formulation (u  h  c)
Find ﬁelds (u,h),(p, c) such that,Z
V
sjkðhÞwjkdV þ
Z
V
lijkðhÞ@iwjkdV þ
Z
SkN ;t
DjðskÞpjkdS 
Z
SkN ;t
pjkyjkdS 
Z
V
cjkwjkdV
þ
Z
V
ð@jskÞcjkdV
¼
Z
SkN ;m
T jknjzkdS þ
Z
V
skðfk  @jUjkÞdV þ
Z
SkN ;t
skðtk þ njUjk þ ðDlnlÞnjT jk  DjT jkÞdS
þ
I
C
½niT jkskdC ð7:15aÞfor every (s,w) andZ
SkN ;t
DjukkjkdS 
Z
SkN ;t
njkkjkdS 
Z
V
hjknjkdV þ
Z
V
ð@jukÞnjkdV ¼ 0 ð7:15bÞfor every(k,n)
(the decompositions (7.12), as well as, the constraints (7.13a)–(7.13d)should be explicitly satisﬁed)
The Cauchy and double stresses appearing in the ﬁrst equation must be written in terms of variable h. This is
accomplished via the general constitutive Eqs. (3.2).
The function space H 1SkE;t
ðV Þ is the appropriate trial space for the displacement component uk. The respective
weight function sk belongs to H
1
0;SkE;t
ðV Þ, see also Section 4 (we assume again that H 1SkE;tðV Þ ¼ H
1
0;SkE;t
ðV ÞÞ. The
gradient components hij and the respective test functions wij also belong to H
1(V) and must be properly con-
strained, according to (7.13a–d).
From the structure of (7.15) it seems that the correct space for both cjk and njk is L
2(V)  H0(V), since in
general ojuk 2 L2(V). However, based on the analysis in Braess (1997), regarding a formulation for Kirchhoﬀ
plates with similar structure in the constraint Eq. (7.15b), the proper space should be larger. More precisely,
the solution (and test) space for the last variable isH1ðdiv; V Þ :¼ fn : njk 2 H1ðV Þ; @jnjk 2 H1ðV Þg ð7:16Þ
endowed with the respective graph norm,knkH1ðdiv;V Þ :¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
knk21 þ
X
k
k@jnjkk21
r
ð7:17ÞObviously, variable cjk admits no essential boundary conditions. Moreover, for 1-D problems, by deﬁnitionH1ðdiv; V Þ :¼ n : n 2 H1ðV Þ; dn
dx
:¼ n0 2 H1ðV Þ
 
¼ L2ðV Þ ð7:18ÞThe proper function space for the surface trace njk is the space H
1
2
00ðSkN ;tÞ, see (7.12a), (7.13b). The proper space
for the Lagrange multiplier pjk however, is not the respective dual space H
12ðSkN ;tÞ, due to the term DjukjSkN ;t ,
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als, is simply pjk 2 H
1
2ðSkN ;tÞ.
Formulation 7.1 (u  h  c) has the standard mixed structure of (4.2). Hence, its exact solution is a station-
ary point of the following quadratic functional,Iððs;w; yÞ; ðk; nÞÞ :¼ 1
2
Z
V
sjkðwÞwjkdV þ
Z
V
lijkðwÞ@iwjkdV
 
þ
Z
SkN ;t
DjðskÞkjkdS

Z
SkN ;t
kjkyjkdS 
Z
V
wjknjkdV þ
Z
V
ð@jskÞnjkdV

Z
SkN ;m
T jknjzkdS 
Z
V
skðfk  @jUjkÞdV 
I
C
½niT jkskdC

Z
SkN ;t
skðtk þ njUjk þ ðDlnlÞnjT jk  DjT jkÞdS ð7:19ÞThe respective mixed formulation for the one-dimensional model problem is derived in the following. We start
with the deﬁnition of the equilibrium stress (Tsepoura et al., 2002),c :¼ s l0 ð7:20Þ
where s is the Cauchy stress and l is the double stress.
Note that c is the total or true stress, since there are no other terms in the deﬁnition of the true traction for
one-dimensional problems. Let w be a weighting function which corresponds to the displacement gradient ﬁeld.
From Eq. (7.20) it follows,Z 1
0
cwdx ¼
Z 1
0
swdxþ
Z 1
0
lw0dx ðlwÞ

1
0
)
Z 1
0
swdxþ
Z 1
0
lw0dx
Z 1
0
cwdx ¼ ðlwÞ

1
0
ð7:21ÞThe value of w equals to zero at the portion of the boundary where the double stress is not known (i.e., where
the displacement gradient u0 is known). The second weak equation is derived from the displacement gradient
independent variable,h :¼ u0 ð7:22Þ
Let n be a test function which corresponds to the total stress ﬁeld. From (7.22) there follows,Z 1
0
nu0dx
Z 1
0
nhdx ¼ 0 ð7:23ÞThe equilibrium equation, (Tsepoura et al., 2002), is expressed in terms of c,ðs l0Þ0 þ
f
A
¼ c0 þ
f
A
¼ 0 ð7:24ÞThe so-called true traction (axial force) is deﬁned as follows,P ðxÞ :¼ ðs l0ÞA ¼ cA ) c ¼ P
A
ð7:25ÞLet s be a weighting function which corresponds to the displacement ﬁeld. From (7.24) we get,Z 1
0
cs0dx ¼
Z 1
0
s
f
A
dxþ s P
A
 1
0
ð7:26ÞUsing the deﬁnition of h in the constitutive relations (2.7), we get
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l ¼ lEhþ g2Eh0 ¼ lðhÞ ð7:27bÞEqs. (7.21), (7.23) and (7.26) may be cast in the standard mixed form.
7.2. Mixed formulation (u  h  c)
Find (u,h),c such that,Z 1
0
sðhÞwdxþ
Z 1
0
lðhÞw0dxþ
Z 1
0
cs0dx
Z 1
0
cwdx ¼ ðlwÞ

1
0
þ
Z 1
0
s
f
A
dxþ s P
A
 1
0
ð7:28aÞfor every (s,w)Z 1
0
nu0dx
Z 1
0
nhdx ¼ 0 for every n ð7:28bÞThe above formulation is exactly analogous to the previous formulation 7.1. For the speciﬁc boundary value
problem deﬁned by Eqs. (2.5), Eq. (2.6), the forcing term in (7.28a) becomes,F ððs;wÞÞ :¼
Z 1
0
s
f
A
dxþ sð1Þ P 1
A
ð7:29Þsince R(0) = l(0) = 0, u(0) = s(0) = 0 and w(1) = 0 (h (1) = u0(1) = e1).
Analogously to the multi-dimensional formulation, the proper function spaces for the above variables are
deﬁned as follows:uðxÞ and sðxÞ belong to s 2 H 1ðV Þ; sð0Þ ¼ 0 	 ð7:30aÞ
hðxÞ belongs to h 2 H 1ðV Þ; hð1Þ ¼ e1
 	 ð7:30bÞ
wðxÞ belongs to fw 2 H 1ðV Þ;wð1Þ ¼ 0g ð7:30cÞ
cðxÞ and nðxÞ belong to H1ðdiv; V Þ ¼ L2ðV Þ ð7:30dÞWithout loss of generality, assume e1 = 0. Then, the exact solution of mixed formulation 7.2 is a stationary
point of the quadratic functional,Iððs;wÞ; nÞ :¼
1
2
Z 1
0
sðwÞwdxþ
Z 1
0
lðwÞw0dx
 
þ
Z 1
0
ns0dx
Z 1
0
nwdx
Z 1
0
s
f
A
dx sð1Þ P 1
A
ð7:31Þ8. Numerical results
The current section presents numerical results based on the one-dimensional mixed formulations (case 1:
l  s  u), (case 2 : l  u) and (case 4: u  h  c). The adopted properties for the material, bar and external
load, are as follows: g = 0.02, l = 0.0001, e1 = 0, AE = 2, P1 = 1, f ðxÞ ¼ 0. Note that C0-continuous basis
functions are used in all cases, with equal interpolation order for all main variables (Markolefas et al., 2007).
Figs. 2, 4 and 3, 5 depict the exact versus ﬁnite element solutions for the double stress l(x) and Cauchy
stress s (x), respectively. A 16 element uniform mesh is employed, with polynomial interpolation orders
p = 2 & p = 4 (p-extension). Figs. 6, 8 and 7, 9; also, depict the exact versus ﬁnite element solutions for the
double stress and Cauchy stress, respectively, but for polynomial interpolation order p = 1 and uniform
meshes of 32 & 64 elements (h-extension). Note that for better presentation of the results, in some cases, zoom-
ing is performed near the boundary layers.
As far as the 1st derivative of the double stress (l0(x)) and the Cauchy stress (s0(x)) are concerned, the
numerical results are depicted in Figs. 10–17 More speciﬁcally, Figs. 10,12 and 11,13 show the aforementioned
derivatives for a uniform mesh of 16 elements and interpolation orders of p = 2 & p = 4 (p-extension). Figs.
Fig. 2. Exact vs FE solutions for the double stress. Using 16 elements & p = 2.
Fig. 3. Exact vs FE solutions for the Cauchy stress. Using 16 elements & p = 2.
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Fig. 4. Exact vs FE solutions for the double stress. Using 16 elements & p = 4.
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and uniform meshes of 32 & 64 elements (h-extension).
It is mentioned that the l,s (secondary) variables of the u  h  c formulation (case 4) as well as the s (sec-
ondary) variable of the l-u formulation (case 2), are computed based on post-processing of the respective
main variables. It is also observed that, for both stresses, strong boundary layers appear at the boundaries,
mainly at x = 1. The boundary layers are steeper for the derivatives of the variables.
A general conclusion from the numerical results is that all formulations converge for all main and second-
ary variables, especially for high polynomial orders and/or ﬁne meshes. The u  h  c formulation exhibits
pollution error, in the form of oscillations, for the (secondary) variables l,s. On the other hand, the (second-
ary) variable s of the l-u formulation converges much faster.
Extensive numerical results regarding the convergence rates and relative errors in the solution spaces norms
for all variables of the formulations has been also gathered and will be presented in a future publication.
Brieﬂy one can say that the observed convergence rates for all formulations are quasi-optimal (e.g., see Mark-
olefas et al., 2007 for the theoretical explanation regarding the l  s  u formulation).
9. Closing discussion and future research directions
A systematic presentation of some classes of mixed weak formulations, for general multi-dimensional dipo-
lar gradient elasticity (fourth order) boundary value problems has been attempted in this work. The important
feature of the mixed formulations is that C0-continuity conforming basis functions can be employed in the
respective ﬁnite element approximations (or even C1 basis functions for some of the main variables). More-
over, despite their complexity, the formulations can be stated according to the well-known (symmetric) mixed
structure of the standard Brezzi theory. In case 2 (l  u) an extra positive deﬁnite symmetric term appears in
the constraint equation, see (5.5b).
Fig. 5. Exact vs FE solutions for the Cauchy stress. Using 16 elements & p = 4.
Fig. 6. Exact vs FE solutions for the double stress. Using 32 elements & p = 1.
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Fig. 8. Exact vs FE solutions for the double stress. Using 64 elements & p = 1.
Fig. 7. Exact vs FE solutions for the Cauchy stress. Using 32 elements & p = 1.
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formulations (e.g., numerical applications). One-dimensional analogues have been developed for the purpose
of numerical comparison. The 1-D model problem is based on general constitutive relations, which include
Fig. 9. Exact vs FE solutions for the Cauchy stress. Using 64 elements & p = 1.
Fig. 10. Exact vs FE solutions for the 1st derivative of double stress. Using 16 elements & p = 2.
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Fig. 11. Exact vs FE solutions for the 1st derivative of Cauchy stress. Using 16 elements & p = 2.
Fig. 12. Exact vs FE solutions for the 1st derivative of double stress. Using 16 elements & p = 4.
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Fig. 13. Exact vs FE solutions for the 1st derivative of Cauchy stress. Using 16 elements & p = 4.
Fig. 14. Exact vs FE solutions for the 1st derivative of double stress. Using 32 elements & p = 1.
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Fig. 16. Exact vs FE solutions for the 1st derivative of double stress. Using 64 elements & p = 1.
Fig. 15. Exact vs FE solutions for the 1st derivative of Cauchy stress. Using 32 elements & p = 1.
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mixed methods.
In terms of practical applications, case 2 (l  u formulation) demands the smallest number of unknowns.
Case 1 (l  s  u formulation) is an alternative, when it is necessary to compute all stresses directly from the
solution process. Case 3 (l  s  j  e  u formulation) is an alternative for cases 1 and 2, with theoretical,
rather than practical interest.
Fig. 17. Exact vs FE solutions for the 1st derivative of Cauchy Stress. Using 64 elements & p = 1.
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essential for this formulation, boundary condition on Duk corresponds to a part of the trace of h, see Eqs.
(7.3), (7.11).
Besides C0-continuity, all the presented mixed formulations correspond to what is called in the literature
canonical forms (Braess, 1997). This roughly means that the displacement ﬁeld is a C0-continuous main var-
iable, with essential boundary conditions imposed on it. Furthermore, the weak equations implicitly contain
the virtual work principle.
A mathematical analysis of case 1 may be found in Markolefas et al. (2007). This analysis can be easily
extended to cases 2 and 3. As far as the u  h  c formulation (case 4) is concerned, the associated mathemat-
ical analysis can be based on the respective results of Braess (1997).
Extensive numerical experimentation of the above mixed formulations is the ﬁrst step for practical appli-
cations of the presented mixed methods; see for example Amanatidou and Aravas (2002), Tsamasphyros et al.
(2005, 2007). The results of Section 8 employ uniform h- and p-extensions. The eﬀectiveness of the approxi-
mate solutions will be improved dramatically with proper mesh reﬁnement near the boundary layers. There-
fore, the development of a posteriori error estimators and adaptive techniques (Babusˇka and Suri, 1990; Szabo
and Babusˇka, 1991) are necessary to eﬀectively capture the errors at high-gradient regions with relatively low
computational cost.
It is noteworthy that one could develop j  e  u formulations or j  u formulations (where e is the
standard strain and j is the displacement second gradient or the ﬁrst strain gradient, see Section 2). More-
over, instead of h (or c) in case 4 one could select other combinations of partial derivatives of u, up to
third order.
Finally, it is noteworthy that all the current mixed formulations can be augmented so that the respective
essential conditions are weakly satisﬁed. This is useful for the cases of complex non-uniform essential condi-
tions and can be achieved with the introduction of proper Lagrange multipliers on the boundary. The details
of the derivations, as well as, the deductions of the respective mixed structures, may constitute the subject mat-
ter of a future work.
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